The Stewards, having received a report from the Race Director, heard from both drivers and team representatives and examined video evidence, have considered the following matter, determine a breach of the regulations has been committed by the competitor named below and impose the penalty referred to.

No / Driver 26 - Daniil Kvyat
Competitor Scuderia Toro Rosso
Time 14:37
Session Race
Fact Causing a collision with car 20 in Turn 18.
Offence Involved in an incident as defined by Article 38.1 of the FIA Formula One Sporting Regulations
Decision 3 Grid Position Penalty at the drivers’ next event.
(2 penalty points awarded, 7 points in total for the 12 month period).
Reason The driver of Car 26, with two small collisions, left front (car 26)/rear right (car 20), effectively created an overtaking space which in reality would not have been there if the collision had not occurred.
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